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Denials represent a huge missed income opportunity  and are
sometimes caused by simple mistakes such as missing or incorrect
demographics.
"Even the best‐performing medical practices experience a denial rate of 5%
(1), and only one out of three providers (35%) appeal denied claims (2)."
Reducing denials in your practice always makes good sense  and is
one important method to weather the upcoming ICD10 transition.
But how?
Check out the video below about the four key areas where
the claims process typically fails  and how to clean claims up
to reduce denials and increase reimbursement:

(Sources): (1) Medical Group Management Association, Performance and Practices of
Successful Medical Groups, 2013.
(2) Medical Group Management Association, A/R Problems and How to Fix Them, Blog Post,
https://kh205.infusionsoft.com/app/hostedEmail/273707/1b7dcaf0f7163c40?inf_contact_key=d9f39f81d4eeb6dfab433c06e39340c581cb1fc311c3f11f92df1a84935f6…
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November 9, 2011.

Tech / HIPAA / Ethics Training
Held in Raleigh, NC: earn 5 CE hours to
learn about complying with HIPAA and
ethics when using technology.
Early bird rate of $80 ends 7/31  reserve
your spot here

July ICD10 Action Items
1) Reality check: what did testing
uncover? Testing will show you what needs
to be changed before 10.1.15.
2) Haven't started testing yet!? No
worries: CMS just released testing tools &
tips. Click here for all the details.

PIMSY Demo Webinars
Want to learn more about PIMSY without
the intensity of a oneonone live demo?
Join one of our upcoming demo webinars.
See how PIMSY can save time, reduce
expenses and increase efficiency  in a
group format: click here to register.
To your success!
_LeighAnn Renz
_Business Development & Marketing Director
_pimsyemr.com
_877.334.8512, ext 4 (toll free)
_leighann@pimsyemr.com

"If you are looking for a software that will grow as you grow and cater to your
business needs, PIMSY is it." ~ Manote Prommart
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